Dinnages (1989)

Dinnages who became established in 1989 is an Ebay VeRO Member

Dinnages Publishing is our new trading name, and own a number of negative and slide collections, most of which include an assignment of copyright.

We strictly enforce our intellectual property rights and copyrights against unauthorized users. The images seen on our web pages, approved web pages, magazines, club newsletters, magazine articles, and listings at auction are protected by the UK laws of copyright and are not to be used without (prior to publication) written permission and authority of a member of this family concern (i.e. surname Dinnage). We do not permit or authorize the use of any of these photographs or images on any site or publication whatsoever, and in the case of the likes of eBay only if the item is an original and marked as such on the reverse. There is NO authority whatsoever given to sell on to others any such digital image be that as part of or on its own in any other media format (such as CDs/DVDs) that has derived from any image owned by way of our exclusive commercial rights assigned to us.

All images within the Dinnages Picture Library are sold only as 6x4 inch lab processed prints, marked on the reverse with a label stating our trading name and an address at the time of printing or publication. Some may have a reference to one of our web pages across the reverse added by the professional lab machine. We do also offer prints at 9x6 inch, and even bigger prints on specific request and a limited run on canvas. We never sell images digitally, singly or on CD, to anyone for any such purpose. We may licence an image and provide a digital image (for monetary gain or not) for a specific client purpose, with ALL sales a licence for pure personal use only and NOT to be used in any display be that internet space or in any publication to the general public, for monetary gain or otherwise without prior agreement in writing.